Staying
Ahead Of The
Tech Curve
ITEC forged a two-decade-long relationship with this
established regional law firm – keeping them one
step ahead of tech changes with its
Technology Managed Service
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At Humphries Kirk, the goal is
simple: to help clients solve their
legal problems and achieve their
personal and business aims. With
offices across Dorset and in London,
Humphries Kirk’s experienced team
help clients with divorce and family
law, residential property, personal
injury, powers of attorney and
tax-related issues. They also
specialise in helping businesses
with everything from debt
recovery to employment law.
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“ITEC has

always been
very helpful
with all our
printing needs.
- MELANIE KNIGHT, PRACTICE MANAGER

CHALLENGES

As an established regional law
firm, Humphries Kirk chose ITEC
because they needed a partner with
a reputation for excellent service as
strong as their own.

CHALLENGES

A Legacy
Printing
Partnership

ITEC and Humphries Kirk have a
partnership that goes back two
decades, to when the law firm
brought in Copyrite - now an ITEC
subsidiary. At the very beginning,
Humphries Kirk needed help to
modernise and rationalise its fleet
of printers. There were too many
expensive-to-run and likely-tobreakdown desktop printers, with
little in the way of security and
forward-planning.
It was time for a bespoke approach
that could deliver.

Transforming
Telecoms

When ITEC and Humphries joined
forces in the mid-1990s, the firm’s
phone systems were anything but
modern. Analogue, clunky handsets
made everything from transferring
lines to organising conference calls a
nightmare.
A solution that could grow with the
times, in line with the ambition of
the firm, was needed.
“ITEC implemented Mitel telephone
system across all our offices.” Melanie Knight, Practice Manager

“When our copiers and printers
have needed upgrading or
moving, ITEC has been
there for us.
- MELANIE KNIGHT, PRACTICE MANAGER

SOLUTIONS

Good
Equipment,
Great
Service

ITEC came up with a Managed Print Service for
Humphries Kirk before Managed Print Services were
even a ‘thing’. The first step in this process was replacing
out-of-date smaller printers with more efficient and costeffective MFDs (multi-function devices).
These have been equipped with software that monitors
usage and produces reports that help minimise costs.
Toners are ordered automatically and any issues are
digitally flagged so that the ITEC support team can step
in to help before it becomes a serious issue.
ITEC has boosted data security across the firm, enabling
scan-to-file technology that simplifies and speeds up
processes and offering peace of mind about digital
threats.
ITEC has also enabled Humphries Kirk to achieve GDPR
compliance by ensuring all hardware at the end of its life
is wiped clean of data – something that’s increasingly
important in modern times.

Modern,
Secure,
Affordable

ITEC Engineers have kitted out all staff at Humphries
Kirk with state-of the-art phone handsets hooked up to
a Mitel VoIP system. It’s now possible to see, at a glance,
everyone who is at their desk and available for a call.
The system utilises the internet to make calls superaffordable. Organising conference calls is now a breeze
and the whole system is reliable, with a versatile range
of features.
Like every aspect of ITEC’s Technology Managed Service,
the phone systems at Humphries Kirk are backed up with
complete support from the ITEC army of experts with a
dedicated account director and manager for one-to-one
assistance, backed up by 24/7 call centre know-how.

“ITEC is

thorough and
knowledgeable.

- MELANIE KNIGHT, PRACTICE MANAGER

BETTER SERVICE

No Extra Cost

Modern Tech
EVERY OFFICE HAS CONSISTENT

Security &
Efficiency
IMPROVED

Every one of the 180 lawyers and
staff at Humphries Kirk, at each of its
seven offices, now enjoy the benefits
of ITEC’s Technology Managed
Service. Tech headaches are a thing
of the past and team can get on with
what they do best, confident that
ITEC has their back every step
of the way.

“The level
of service
is always
good.
- MELANIE KNIGHT, PRACTICE MANAGER

DELIVERING THE MISSION

The workflow at the law firm now runs
like clockwork thanks to small but significant changes, like being able to scan
directly to file (without security worries)
and easily set up conference calls.
Best of all, the whole approach doesn’t
cost the firm any more than an older,
less effective system – and the 24/7
support from ITEC means it’s
stress-free, too.

“I’d describe the overall service
from ITEC as very thorough.
They are engaging Managed
Service Providers who are
very knowledgeable about
their business.
- MELANIE KNIGHT, PRACTICE MANAGER

SERVICE

“Very
Thorough,
Very
Helpful”

A managed service partnership doesn’t last
23 years (and still be going strong) unless the
support and expertise is second-to-none.
ITEC stands out from the crowd by offering
dedicated assistance from a team of friendly
tech experts that go above and beyond to
provide excellent service.
ITEC and HK have exciting plans in place to
help the firm stay ahead of the curve and
continue to grow.
As Practice Manager at Humphries Kirk,
Melanie Knight puts it: “We had done business
with Copyrite for many years and were notified
of the joining together of ITEC and Copyrite.
After the merger, I think that the greatest
compliment was that our employees did not
really notice any change to the level of service –
it was always good.
ITEC has upgraded our phones to an improved
Mitel system and is always available to help
with our printers. ”

ABOUT ITEC

ITEC is your local business technology
expert. For over 30 years, we’ve been
delivering outstanding Managed
Services and helping organisations
smash their business goals.
Today, we power 3,800 businesses and
organisations throughout the South
West and beyond with full Technology
Managed Services. Whatever your
organisation, we drive you to success
with powerful technology strategies
and partnerships.
MANAGED IT
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MANAGED CLOUD
MANAGED CONNECTIVITY
BUSINESS COMMUNICATIONS
DIGITAL WORKPLACE
MOBILITY
MODERN MAILING
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